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REG PowerBranch™ Application

Utilities are under increasing pressure to improve their ability to serve loads in urban environments.  At the same time, costs for acquiring land and 

performing construction projects in those urban environments is skyrocketing.  Addtionally, there is a growing demand that utility infrastructure 

be placed underground for aesthetic and security reasons.  AMSC’s PowerBranch application of tis REG system can provide substantial relief to 

utilities that are faced with these challenges. REG systems allow utiities to move bulk power into and around urban areas, underground and at 

distribution voltages in an extraordinarily compact manner.  Siting, permitting, and installing transformers and transmission voltage equipment is 

expensive and difficult within urban areas.  REG PowerBranch enables utilities to reduce the need for transmission voltage equipment and allow 

them to locate this equipment outside of the urban areas, substantially reducing project duration, disruption, and cost by reducing the size of the 

new substation by about 75%.

REG Cables: High Capacity at Distribution Voltages

AMSC’s REG applications feature cable systems that utilize AMSC’s Amperium® high temperature superconductor (HTS) wire in place of 

traditional alumnium or copper conductors.  Cables that utilize HTS wire have no resistance to the flow of electricity and can transmit up to 10 

times more power than conventional calbes, allowing bulk transfer of transmission levels of power in conventional cables, allowing bulk 

transfer of transmission levels of power at distribution voltages which, in turn, allow for smaller and far less costly substations.

Finally, REG cables are remarkably compact and easy to site compared traditional technologies with similar power transfer capabilities. This makes 

REG much easier to install and less costly alternative to high voltage transmission intrastructure in dense urban environments.
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Existing substations have limited capacity 

and as load grows, new substations are 

required.  

Traditional new substations require 

multiple transmission lines and redundant 

transformers, requiring a large footprint. 

REG PowerBranch allows the new substation to 

be served at distribution voltages, eliminating 

the need to permit and install HV transmission 

equipment, significantly reducing cost. 

Utlity Need: Increase capacity Traditional Solution: New transmission 

and full sized substations

REG PowerBranch: Compact 

switching station

Chicago’s ComEd Developing REG Deployment Plan with AMSC

AMSC and Com Ed, a unit of Chicago-based Excelon Corporation and one of the nation’s largest electric utilities, are developing a deployment 

plan for AMSC’s Resilient Electric Grid system to build a more resilient power grid in the downtown Chicago Loop. REG solutions are a series of 

applications that utilize compact, power dense cables to increase grid reliability and/or increase load serving capacity while managing fault 

current. The project in Chicago is part of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate’s work to secure 

the nation’s electric power grids. The ComEd installation would be the first commerical application of this technology in the United States and the 

most extensive in the world, at approximately three miles in length.


